LIST OF ABBREVIATION

In this thesis in citing cases, references to the States and the Union have been abbreviated as follows:

All. : Allahabad       Mad : Madras
A.P. : Andhra Pradesh  M.P. : Madhya Pradesh
Bom. : Bombay          Mys. : Mysore
Cal. : Calcutta        Nag. : Nagpur
Cut. : Cuttack         P&H : Punjab & Haryana
Ker. : Kerala          J&K : Jammu & Kashmir
Guj. : Gujarat         Pat. : Patna
Raj. : Rajasthan        Kanta. : Karnataka

Name of the States or the King have been abbreviated as R., Reg., & Rex. All have the same meaning (King).

The full titles of Acts, Bills etc., have been cited in an abbreviated form as follows:-


R.P. Act 1951 : The Representation of People Act 1951


Names of the appellate courts have been abbreviated as follows:

H.C. : High Court
P.C. : Privy Council
S.C. : Supreme Court

Names of the journals have been abbreviated as follows:

A.I.R. : All India Reporter
A.L.R. : American Law Reporter
Bom. H.C.R. : Bombay High Court Reports
C & P : Carrington & Payne
DI : Data India
DLR. : Delhi Law Review
H.T. : The Hindustan Times
I.C. : Indian Cases
I.L.R. : Indian Law Reports
J.I.L.I. : Journal of Indian Law Institute
J.P.I. : Journal Parliamentary Information
Names of the cases have been abbreviated as follows:


Signals used in the thesis have been abbreviated as follows:

Signal : Significance
accord : Law of different jurisdictions are introduced by the word "accord" where the law is exactly same.
But see : Cited authority strongly suggests a contrary proposition.
cf : Cited authority in different from that in text.
et.seq : Et.sequentes [& those that follow).
ibid : Ibidem (in the same place).
Id : Idem (the same). "Id" is used whenever a citation is to the same authority as that in immediately preceding citation within the same foot note.

Infra : means below: "Infra" is referred to those citations, cited fully in succeeding foot notes.

Loc cit : loco citato (in the place cited).

op.cit : opere citato (in the work cited), in preceding foot notes.

see : cited authority constitutes basic source material supporting an opinion or conclusion.

also see : cited authority develops a questions analogous to discussions in the text.

supra : means above or on the upper side.

Whenever an authority has been fully cited in preceding foot notes, the "supra" is used.

Miscellaneous Abbreviations

e.g. : exampli gratia (for example)

i.e. : that is

re : in te matter of.